
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

45th Annual SPAD Hockey Tournament 
 

Rules and Regulations 

1. ELIGIBILITY> Hockey Canada rules will be in effect. Players must be wearing the proper 

equipment. This includes shoulder pads, helmets, face shields (visor, cage, etc), gloves, 

elbow pads, pants, shin pads, socks and jersey. Team captain is responsible for providing 

team members with same coloured jerseys with numbers on the back. Teams must consist of at 

least three members of each sex (M/F). Teams must also always have at least one member of 

each sex on the ice at all times as a skater.  

2. REGISTRATION > Only those players registered with the Tournament Committee before 

the Tournament begins are eligible to play for their respective teams. Players can only be 

registered on one team. Any team that is caught using a player registered for another team will 

forfeit that game. Players must have signed their waiver forms and teams must have no money 

outstanding prior to the tournament.  

3. LENGTH OF GAMES > All games will be 3 10-minute stop-time periods. No timeouts in 

round robin games. Teams will be granted one 30 second timeout during elimination games 

only. There is no overtime in round robin games.  

4. OVERTIME PERIODS > In elimination games overtime consists of one 3-on-3 3-minute 

period. If there is no winner it will be followed by a 2 minute 2-on-2 period. Finally, a 1 

minute 1-on-1 period. If nothing is solved it will go to a one shooter sudden death shootout. 

No shooter can shoot twice until the entire roster has shot. Visiting team will shoot first. 

There must be one skater of each sex on the ice during overtime until the 1-on-1 overtime 

period. There does not have to be an order of sex for the shootout. If the teams haven’t used 

their time out they may use it in overtime. 

 



5. POINT SYSTEM> Win – 3 points. Loss – 0 points. Tie – 1 point.  

 

6. ROUND ROBIN FORMAT > All teams are guaranteed 3 round robin games. At the end of 

the round robin period the top 2 teams from each conference will be given a bye to the quarter 

finals. The following top 4 teams from each conference will play an elimination game. The 3rd 

place team from their conference will play the 6th place seed from the opposite conference. The 

4th place team will play the 5th placed team from the opposite conference. Winners of the 

elimination games will play in the quarter finals against the teams who received a bye. For the 

quarter finals, the teams will be re-seeded based on round robin records to determine the 

matchups. The 4 winners of these games will move to the semi-finals. Then the finals will 

consist of the two winning semi-final teams. Consolation will be played by the losers of the 

semis.  

7. MERCY RULE > Straight time will ensue at any period when there is a goal differential of 

5 goals. If at any point during the game the team reduces the differential to 2 goals the game 

timing shall return to stop time. The mercy rule can be applied during round-robin and 

elimination games.  

8. BODY CHECKING > There is a zero tolerance for body checking in the tournament. 

Penalties will be assessed at the referee’s discretion. All suspensions will be overlooked by the 

organizing committee in partnership with the referee’s.  

9. FIGHTING > Any player assessed a fighting major will be suspended for the rest of the 

tournament. There is zero tolerance for fighting in the tournament. If any team receives two or 

more fighting majors in the tournament they will be disqualified from the tournament. The team 

will not receive any refund on their registration fee if disqualified.  

10. SLAP SHOTS > There are no slap shots allowed in the tournament. When taking a 

snapshot sticks must not pass knee height. Teams will have one warning to each team with 

play being stopped immediately. The ensuing face off will be placed outside. When a team 

commits a second slap shot offence they will receive a 2 minute penalty for 

unsportsmanlike conduct.  

11. CONTACT WITH GOALIE > When an attacking player enters the crease when 

the puck is not present, the play shall be blown dead immediately. The ensuing faceoff 

will be placed outside.  

 

12. DRESSING ROOMS > Any team who leaves any beer cans in their dressing room will 

start their following game down a goal and will receive a 2-minute penalty. A second 

violation, the team will be disqualified from the tournament. The team will not receive any 

refund on their registration fee if disqualified. Teams must be prepared to play at least 15 

minutes prior to their scheduled game time. Teams must vacate their dressing room at most 30 

minutes after their game finished.  



13. TIED > Two Teams In the event that two teams are tied for a play-off position the 

following steps will be used to determine who moves on.  

a) The winner of the round robin game involving the two tied teams will qualify. b) The 

team with the best goal differential will qualify. The goal differential is determined by the 

difference between the team’s goals for and their goals against. (Ex. if a team has 10 GF 

and 4 GA, their GD would be +6) c) The team with the greater goals for between the two 

teams will qualify. d) If still tied, the team that received the least number of penalty 

minutes during round robin play will advance. All misconducts, including game and gross 

misconducts, carry a ten (10) minute recording of time. e) Single coin toss.  

TIED > Three Teams Or 

More  

a) The team with the best goal differential (defined above) will take the higher position–as  

first place. b) The team with the next highest goal differential will take the next highest 

position –as second place. c) The team with the next highest goal differential will take 

the next highest position – as third place. d) The team with the next highest goal 

differential will take the next highest position – as fourth place. e) If there is still a tie 

after (a) through (d), the teams will be seeded in order of highest goal differential. f) If 

there is still a tie after (a) through (e), the team who received the least number of penalty 

minutes during the round robin portion of the tournament would take the higher position 

(GM or M = 10 mins, MP or GRM = 15 mins) g) If two teams are still tied after (a) 

through (e) have been applied, a coin toss will determine the higher position. The coin 

toss will be performed by the Tournament Chairman in the presence of a representative 

from each team. The Chairman will assign which team is heads and which is tails.  

h) If three or more teams are still tied after (a) through (e) have been applied, then 

the Chairman will place each team’s name in a hat. The first team’s name pulled will 

be the higher placed team and so on.  

 

14. DISPUTES AND PROTESTS The tournament committee will review all protests. The 

committee will resolve the protest and or misunderstanding. ALL COMMITTEE DECISIONS 

ARE FINAL. The committee has the right to take further disciplinary action if necessary.  

 

  


